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Abstract
Background: Signaling systems typically involve large, structured molecules each consisting of a large number of
subunits called molecule domains. In modeling such systems these domains can be considered as the main players. In
order to handle the resulting combinatorial complexity, rule-based modeling has been established as the tool of
choice. In contrast to the detailed quantitative rule-based modeling, qualitative modeling approaches like logical
modeling rely solely on the network structure and are particularly useful for analyzing structural and functional
properties of signaling systems.
Results: We introduce the Process-Interaction-Model (PIM) concept. It deﬁnes a common representation (or basis) of
rule-based models and site-speciﬁc logical models, and, furthermore, includes methods to derive models of both
types from a given PIM. A PIM is based on directed graphs with nodes representing processes like post-translational
modiﬁcations or binding processes and edges representing the interactions among processes. The applicability of the
concept has been demonstrated by applying it to a model describing EGF insulin crosstalk. A prototypic
implementation of the PIM concept has been integrated in the modeling software PROMOT.
Conclusions: The PIM concept provides a common basis for two modeling formalisms tailored to the study of
signaling systems: a quantitative (rule-based) and a qualitative (logical) modeling formalism. Every PIM is a compact
speciﬁcation of a rule-based model and facilitates the systematic set-up of a rule-based model, while at the same time
facilitating the automatic generation of a site-speciﬁc logical model. Consequently, modiﬁcations can be made on the
underlying basis and then be propagated into the diﬀerent model speciﬁcations – ensuring consistency of all models,
regardless of the modeling formalism. This facilitates the analysis of a system on diﬀerent levels of detail as it
guarantees the application of established simulation and analysis methods to consistent descriptions (rule-based and
logical) of a particular signaling system.
Background
Understanding intracellular signaling is one of the major
challenges in Systems Biology [1] that is complicated by
the nature of signaling molecules themselves: many sig-
naling molecules, in particular receptor molecules, are
large structured proteins consisting of several interact-
ing subunits. These subunits, also called domains, usu-
ally contain one site which can form a bond with other
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proteins and/or be subject to post-translational modiﬁ-
cations. Hence, each site can take diﬀerent states. The
state of a molecule is deﬁned by the states of its sites
(e.g. a receptor is phosphorylated at a particular site and
unphosphorylated at another site). If one is interested in
the early events of signaling, then realistic descriptions of
signaling systems have to reﬂect this protein structure, at
least in part. Hence, already Pawson and Nash proposed
to consider the domains of molecules instead of complete
molecules as the main players in signaling networks [2].
© 2012 Kolczyk et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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In modeling approaches, utilizing this point of view,
every possible state of a protein is described by a vari-
able of its own. As signaling systems contain many
such molecules, each with a large number of domains,
one often faces a combinatorial explosion of the num-
ber of states [3]. For example, in a complete description
(i.e. a description incorporating all possible states of all
molecule domains), a model of a protein with n phospho-
rylation sites contains 2n variables. If each site can also
be bound by other molecules, the number of required
variables increases to 3n.
In signaling systems composed (mainly) of such struc-
tured proteins, subsets of protein states often share
common characteristics: for example, if the binding of
receptor and ligand occurs with the same kinetic con-
stants, regardless of the phosphorylation state of a diﬀer-
ent site. In a complete description this binding reaction
has to be speciﬁed at least twice, with identical rate con-
stants (once for the phosphorylated and once for the
unphosphorylated receptor state). This redundant speci-
ﬁcation makes model set-up complicated and model anal-
ysis diﬃcult and thus increases the probability of a model
failing to be internally consistent.
Recently, rule-based modeling has been established as
the tool of choice to handle this combinatorial complex-
ity. Given a model in a rule-based formalism, quantitative
predictions are in general easy to obtain – either via gen-
eration of a quantitative model in the form of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (which is straightforward) or by direct
(stochastic) simulation (see, for example, [4,5]). By using
the methods described in [6-8] it is possible to reduce the
number of equations in an ODE model derived from a
rule-based description without losing any information.
Many biologically relevant questions, however, are not
necessarily quantitative but rather qualitative in nature.
One might, for example, only be interested in whether or
not a ligand can activate a transcription factor at all, or
how the activation of a certain species is prevented by
a small number of knockouts. More details and further
examples can be found in [9-11]. Even though these ques-
tions can in principle be answered with the help of quan-
titative models, qualitative models such as logical models
have become the tool of choice for studying these ques-
tions as they often require less detailed knowledge. For
the set-up and analysis of such models a variety of meth-
ods exists that are especially suited for studying causal
relationships among species in signaling networks. This
kind of analysis is often called ‘Structural and Functional
Analysis’ [12-15].
Building a logical model describing all possible states of
the structuredmolecules central to signaling systems faces
the same challenges as building an ODE model consid-
ering such states. Even though it is in principle possible
to build such a model (in a way similar to quantitative
models), this is a challenging and error-prone task that is
not immune to the combinatorial explosion of the num-
ber of states. Hence we propose what we call a site-speciﬁc
logical model that enables a systematic description of pro-
cesses on sites of molecules similar to the rule-based
modeling formalism. Site-speciﬁc logical models enable –
to the best of our knowledge – for the ﬁrst time the above-
mentioned structural and functional analysis of complete
descriptions of signaling systems.
In this contribution we will exemplify that the Process-
Interaction-Model (PIM) concept combines the advan-
tages of rule-based modeling and site-speciﬁc logical
modeling in a common representation. Every PIM incor-
porates all information that is necessary to build consis-
tent models in the diﬀerent formalisms. Furthermore, this
article will describe a concept that comprises algorithms
to generate rule-based and logical models from a PIM.
Every PIM can be seen as a compact speciﬁcation of a
rule-based model and facilitates the systematic set-up of a
rule-based model, while at the same time facilitating the
automatic generation of a site-speciﬁc logical model.
In the following two subsections we brieﬂy introduce
the main concepts of rule-based and logical modeling
required for the PIM concept. The remainder of this arti-
cle consists of the sections “Results” and “Methods”. In
the section “Results”, the basic ideas of the PIM con-
cept are introduced, followed by a brief description of its
realization within the PROMOT framework [16] and an
application to the early events of EGF and insulin signal-
ing. Details of the underlying algorithms and the potential
extension of the PIM concept are discussed in the section
“Methods”.
Rule-based modeling facilitates handling of combinatorial
complexity
Rule-based modeling has been established as an eﬃ-
cient way to handle the combinatorial complexity that
is characteristic for realistic networks in signal trans-
duction [3]. It is an approach tailored to the set-up of
such networks and can be seen as a compact model
speciﬁcation [4]. In rule-based modeling classes of bio-
chemical reactions having the same kinetic parameters are
described by reaction rules that can be expanded to ordi-
nary diﬀerential equations (ODEs) in a straightforward
way [4,17,18].
By omitting unnecessary information about not
involved molecule domains (“don’t care, don’t write prin-
ciple”) and by using patterns, combinatorial complexity
can be handled in a systematic manner. Patterns com-
prise sets of molecules or molecule complexes sharing
common characteristics and describe their states. Such a
pattern, for example, can comprise all receptor molecules
which have a ligand bound, regardless of the states of
other phosphorylation and binding sites (i.e. this pattern
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describes all receptor-ligand complexes with diﬀerent
phosphorylation and binding states).
Patterns are connected by reaction rules describing the
evolution of a system. Each rule contains patterns on the
right and left side of a reaction arrow followed by kinetic
parameters. Every reaction rule is either reversible or irre-
versible and describes the change of the state of one or two
sites (e.g. in modiﬁcation processes one site changes from
unmodiﬁed to modiﬁed or in binding processes two sites
change from unbound to bound). The aﬀected sites in a
rule, that is, the sites which change their state, are called
the reaction center, while sites that remain unchanged are
called the reaction context [17]. Rules describe biological
facts like “the phosphorylation of the insulin receptor at a
particular tyrosine residue occurs at a higher rate if insulin
is bound to the receptor.”
Many tools facilitate rule-based modeling, for exam-
ple, BioNetGen [17], ALC [19] and Kappa [20]. These
tools require a text-based speciﬁcation of rule-basedmod-
els. BioNetGen additionally uses a graph structure to
represent these models [21], where the molecules are rep-
resented as building blocks composed of reactive sites
and the reaction rules are denoted as graph-rewriting
rules. The BioNetGen language (BNGL) is emerging as
a quasi-standard for rule-based modeling and several
rule-based models have already been published in BNGL
[22-25]. Furthermore, BioNetGen oﬀers diﬀerent simu-
lation opportunities of rule-based models and various
interfaces to simulation tools [26-28]. Recently, visualiza-
tion and annotation guidelines for rule-basedmodels have
been proposed [24].
Figure 1 depicts a part of a rule-based model for a
small example system in BNGL. Eight rules (lines 32–
48) describe the evolution of the small system. The ﬁrst
rule speciﬁes the binding of molecule A to molecule R.
Rules 2 to 5 specify the modiﬁcation of molecule R
on site p1. Each of the four rules describes the modi-
ﬁcation reaction in a diﬀerent reaction context. Rule 6
and 7 specify the modiﬁcation of molecule R on site p2
and rule 8 describes the binding of molecule B to the
molecule R.
Logical modeling facilitates understanding of causal
relationships
Qualitative modeling approaches have been emerging
as relevant complements to dynamic modeling as they
require less detailed knowledge about kinetic laws and
parameters while at the same time allowing the study of
important structural and functional properties of the sys-
tem. An example are logical models. Originally used to
describe random networks [29] or gene regulatory net-
works of moderate size [30-33], logical modeling has been
established as a valuable tool for the analysis of signaling
pathways [9-11,34,35].
For the set-up and analysis of the site-speciﬁc logi-
cal models presented herein the logical modeling frame-
work introduced in [12] is used. This formalism is tai-
lored to the study of qualitative input-output responses
of signaling networks. Biological species such as ligands,
receptors, adaptor proteins, or kinases are represented as
nodes of the logical network. Each of these nodes has
an associated logical state indicating whether the species
is active/present (1) or not (0). As the state of a node
can also be undeﬁned/unknown (*) a three-valued logic is
used. Logical operations on the network nodes represent
the signaling events and are given in disjunctive normal
form. Besides the logical operators AND, OR and NOT,
operators with incomplete truth table (ITT gates) can be
utilized in those cases where no decision whether an AND
or OR gate should be used can be made [10]. The logical
model is represented as a logical interaction hypergraph
[12] and methods for the analysis of these networks are
implemented in the software CellNetAnalyzer [13]. The
main diﬀerence to the site-speciﬁc logical model proposed
herein is that states in the latter represent the states of
molecule domains instead of molecules themselves.
Results
In this section we demonstrate that PIM construction
is straightforward given graphical representations com-
monly used in Systems Biology. It is organized as follows:
in section “PIM deﬁnition and construction” the formal
deﬁnitions are given. In the sections “A PIM facilitates
rule-basedmodel building” and “A PIM uncovers the logic
of rule-based models” it is explained how both model
types (rule-based and logical) can be derived from a PIM.
In the section “Implementation of the PIM concept” we
brieﬂy discuss how the concept is realized in the software
PROMOT [16] and the section “Application to insulin and
EGF signaling” ﬁnally demonstrates the applicability and
the beneﬁts of a PIM by applying it to the model presented
in [7].
PIM deﬁnition and construction
A PIM can be deﬁned for every signaling system con-
sisting of reactions described by mass action kinetics.
Obviously, many existing models contain non-mass action
kinetics (e.g. convenience kinetics characterizing regula-
tory feedbacks). These are not directly amenable by the
PIM concept. However, we are convinced that this is
not a severe limitation, as by modeling such reactions in
greater detail it is often possible to replace a reaction with
non-mass action kinetics by a network of reactions on
the mass action level (many examples can be found in
[36]). Moreover, PIMs are expected to be used in mod-
eling early events in signaling pathways; such systems
are often modeled in great enough detail to justify mass
action kinetics.
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Figure 1 Source code describing a part of a small example in BNGL. In BNGL, model elements are speciﬁed in blocks enclosed in tags [17]. In
this example, the upper block (lines 20–24) speciﬁes the molecules and molecule domains. Three molecules are incorporated: molecule A with one
binding site named b1, molecule R with the binding site b1 and the two modiﬁcation sites p1 and p2 and molecule B with binding site b1. The
lower block (lines 32–48) contains the reaction rules with patterns on the left and right of the <-> -symbols and kinetic parameters at the end of
each reaction rule. For a complete speciﬁcation of BNGL see [17].
A PIM is represented by a directed graph with nodes
representing processes like post-translational modiﬁca-
tion, binding and so on. Edges represent interactions
among processes. An edge is added between two pro-
cesses if a process occurs with diﬀerent kinetic param-
eters depending on the occurrence of the other process
(e.g. a modiﬁcation process on a particular site of a recep-
tor is described by diﬀerent reaction rates, depending on
whether or not a ligand is bound). An interaction is either
unidirectional, bidirectional or all-or-none. The latter type
of interaction can be used to describe a situation where a
process can occur only after another process has occurred
(e.g. the binding at a phosphorylation site can only occur
after the site has been phosphorylated). This type of inter-
action has been introduced in [6,19] and is employed for
model reduction purposes.
For a ﬁrst presentation of these ideas see Figure 2,
where a schematic representation of the small introduc-
tory example from Figure 1 and the corresponding PIM
are depicted. This system consists of four processes. They
are represented by four nodes in the PIM (numbered cir-
cles). Themolecules and sites aﬀected by the processes are
depicted as a comma separated list in parenthesis above
the nodes. Molecule and site name are separated by a
dot. Binding processes have two molecule and site assign-
ments; modiﬁcation processes have one assignment.
In the context of combinatorial reaction networks, pro-
cesses and interactions are already introduced in [6,7,19]
and a graph with nodes representing processes and edges
representing interactions is used in [7]. While in [6,7,19]
the focus is on reduction of models of combinatorial reac-
tion networks, the PIM concept focuses on the set-up of
two consistent models in diﬀerent formalisms.
The PIM concept is closely related to rule-basedmodeling
In rule-based modeling one often faces the situation that
several rules with the same reaction center but diﬀer-
ent reaction context are necessary to describe a process.
In a PIM every node represents a reaction center and
the incoming edges represent the contextual information.
Hence, the PIM concept is closely related to rule-based
modeling as every process node can be interpreted as
an aggregation of reaction rules with the same reaction
center and the contextual information of a process node
comprises the reaction context of every rule involving that
reaction center. This merits our claim that every PIM is a
compact representation of a rule-based model. For exam-
ple, in Figure 2 process node 1 corresponds to the ﬁrst
reaction rule in Figure 1 (i.e. the binding of molecule A
and R), process node 2 corresponds to reaction rules 2 to 5
describing the modiﬁcation of molecule R at site p1 under
diﬀerent conditions (i.e. depending on whether or not the
binding of A and R has previously taken place and whether
or not molecule R has been modiﬁed at p2). Process node
3 corresponds to the reaction rules 6 and 7 (i.e. the mod-
iﬁcation of molecule R at site p2). And process node 4
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Figure 2 The Process-Interaction-Model for a small example. In (a) a schematic diagram is shown, and in (b) the corresponding graph of the
PIM for a small example system is given. Four processes are considered; 1: binding of molecule A (with site b1) to molecule R (site b1), 2:
modiﬁcation (e.g. phosphorylation) of site p1 of molecule R, 3: modiﬁcation (e.g. phosphorylation) of site p2 of molecule R, 4: binding of molecule B
with site b1 to phosphorylated R. Inﬂuences among the processes are depicted by green arrows in (a) and black arrows in (b). Binding process 1 has
an inﬂuence on modiﬁcation process 2. Process 2 and 3 mutually inﬂuence each other. Binding process 4 can only occur if the molecule R has been
phosphorylated previously. This is emphasized by the arrow label AON (all-or-none). In the gray box at the upper left side next to the graph the
molecules and their sites involved in the system are listed. Molecule A and B each have one binding site b1, the molecule R comprises one binding
site b1 and two modiﬁcation sites p1 and p2.
corresponds to reaction rule 8 (i.e. the binding of B at the
modiﬁed site p1 of molecule R).
A process node represents a process in diﬀerent reaction
context
The main processes in signal transduction are bind-
ing processes and modiﬁcation processes. Every process
node has assigned information about involved molecules
and sites. Consequently, binding processes have assigned
two molecules and sites and modiﬁcation processes have
assigned a single molecule and site. Additional process
types are deﬁned and will be described in detail in the
section “Methods”.
Every process can occur in varying reaction context,
depending on the status of other processes exerting an
inﬂuence on it (we call those processes preceding processes
and note that they are uniquely identiﬁable as the nodes
where the incoming edges of a process node originate).
This contextual information deﬁnes a parameter table for
every process node: each row of the parameter table repre-
sents a particular reaction context, that is, a combination
of the occurrence of preceding processes (see Figure 3).
The number of incoming edges to a process node (#in
for short) determines the number of columns: the table
has #in+4 columns, one for each incoming edge, one for
the forward rate constant kfw, the backward rate constant
kbw, the equilibrium constant keq = kfwkbw and the columny. Forward and backward rate constants ‘characterize’ the
mass action kinetics of the process in a particular con-
text. By default, we assume all processes to be reversible,
that is, kfw = 0 and kbw = 0. Hence, association and
dissociation of molecule complexes have to be described
as one (reversible) binding process. If a process has to
be deﬁned as irreversible, the process can only be irre-
versible as a whole. In this case, the parameter table does
not contain columns for the backward rate constant and
equilibrium constant. We do not allow the forward rate
constant kfw to be zero at all. Hence, it is not directly
Figure 3 PIM for the small example depicted in Figure 2 with
parameter table for process node 2. Process node 2 has two
incoming edges, one from process node 1 and one from process
node 3. There is no incoming edge originating from process node 4,
hence, this node is not needed to construct the parameter table and
it is consequently shaded in the ﬁgure. (For a description of the
meaning of the rows and columns see the main text).
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possible to describe dissociation reactions alone (i.e. reac-
tions with one reactant and two products). This limitation
is not very strict as from our point of view dissociation
without prior binding is not realistic but nonetheless this
can be approximated by a reversible binding process with
small association and large dissociation constants.
Column y stores the information whether the process
represented by the node itself has occurred (y = 1) or not
(y = 0). The value of y is either determined by the equilib-
rium constant keq (for reversible processes) or the forward
rate constant (for irreversible processes), as is described
below. The columns representing incoming edges contain
logical values denoting the fact that the preceding process
has or has not occurred (1 denotes ‘process has occurred’,
0 denotes ‘process has not occurred’). Figure 3 depicts the
PIM for the small example in Figure 2 and the parameter
table of process node 2. The column labeled 1 indicates
the occurrence of process 1 and the column labeled 3
indicates the occurrence of process 3.
Parameter tables are related to truth tables
Note that column y can be interpreted as an output col-
umn associated to a process node and indicates if the
process is considered as ‘has occurred’ (y = 1) or ‘has not
occurred’(y = 0) for a given combination of input values
representing a certain reaction context. Hence, the param-
eter tables are similar to truth tables, where the inputs for
the table are “a previous process has occurred or not”. As
in general all combinations have to be accounted for, the
table has 2#in rows.
To decide about the occurrence of a reaction and
thereby the values of the output column, two threshold
values t1 < t2 are introduced. If the process is reversible,
the equilibrium constant deﬁned as the quotient of the
forward and the backward rate constant of each reac-
tion is used (following from the law of mass action). If
the equilibrium constant is greater than or equal to the
upper threshold (keq ≥ t2), we regard the reaction as ‘has
occurred’ and set y = 1. If the equilibrium constant is
equal to or less than the lower threshold (keq ≤ t1), we
regard the reaction as ‘has not occurred’ and set y = 0.
If t1 < keq < t2, neither is the case (y = ∗/unknown).
If the process is deﬁned as irreversible, we use the for-
ward rate constant to decide about the output of the
reaction. If kfw ≤ t1, we regard the reaction as ‘ has
not occurred’ and set y = 0, if kfw ≥ t2, we regard
the reaction as ‘ has not occurred’ and set y = 1 and if
kfw lies between the two deﬁned thresholds, the output is
unknown (y = ∗/unknown).
This assignment of output values is based on the fol-
lowing idea: we compare the equilibrium constants of the
same reaction under diﬀerent conditions (i.e. in diﬀerent
context) and interpret the relative size of the equilibrium
constant as ameasure of the inﬂuence the reaction context
exerts on the outcome of the process. The thresholds
are thus a means to reﬂect this inﬂuence of the reaction
context and can be chosen for each process individually.
Moreover, threshold values will determine topology and
logical function(s) of the site-speciﬁc logical model.
The choice of thresholds will in general be based on the
biological intuition of each modeler as it reﬂects a judg-
ment about the inﬂuence of the reaction context on the
process outcome. Hence, threshold choice is one of the
most delicate steps in setting up a PIM and one that can,
by its nature, not be cast in rigorous rules. In general, it is
advisable to study the eﬀect of diﬀerent threshold choices
on the results of a subsequent structural analysis of the
site-speciﬁc logical model (as we have done in section
“Application to insulin and EGF signaling”). It can some-
times be advisable to start with identical thresholds for
all or certain subgroups of the processes and reﬁne those
later on, based on the structural analysis.
How to set up a PIM
In general, a PIM is set up in a four-step process: In the
ﬁrst step, the molecules and sites which occur in the sys-
tem have to be deﬁned. The second step is the deﬁnition
of process nodes. Depending on the type (e.g. binding
or modiﬁcation), involved molecules and sites have to be
assigned to the nodes. In the third step process nodes
are connected by directed edges representing the inter-
actions. The number of incoming edges to the nodes
deﬁnes the structure of the parameter tables which have
to be ﬁlled up with parameters as the ﬁnal step. Figure 4
shows the complete PIM for our small example system.
A prototypic implementation in PROMOT facilitates the
four set-up steps (see section “Implementation of the PIM
concept”).
A PIM facilitates rule-based model building
As described in section “The PIM concept is closely
related to rule-based modeling”, the PIM concept is
strongly related to rule-based modeling. In the generation
of a rule-based model, the information about the reac-
tion center can be extracted from a process node; the
reaction context in a particular rule is determined by a
combination of the occurrence of preceding processes.
Kinetic parameters for the combination are taken from the
parameter table of the process node. In a PIM, forward
and backward rate constants are deﬁned to character-
ize mass action kinetics of the process. These parameters
can be transferred to corresponding reversible reaction
rules. If the process is considered to be irreversible, the
forward rate constant is added behind the corresponding
irreversible reaction rule obtained from the PIM. Further-
more, no units can be deﬁned explicitly in a PIM but
parameters are assumed to be speciﬁed in consistent units
and should be expressed on a per molecule per cell basis.
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Figure 4 Complete PIM for the small example. In (a) the cartoon for the small example system is depicted. In (b) the corresponding PIM
including all information is shown. The molecules and their sites are listed in the gray box. Numbered circles represent the process nodes.
Appropriate molecules and sites are indicated in square brackets above the nodes. Nodes are connected by directed edges representing the
interactions and each node has an assigned parameter table.
For a complete rule-based model, the speciﬁcation
of initially existing species and their concentrations is
required. For the rule-based models obtained from a
PIM, basic (i.e. not complexed) molecules with all sites in
unmodiﬁed state are assumed. The concentrations are ini-
tially set to the value ‘1’ but should be altered afterwards.
The systematic speciﬁcation of information about
involved molecules and their aﬀected sites in process
nodes opens up new possibilities in investigating quanti-
tative models. Processes involving particular proteins can
easily be omitted in the generation of rule-based mod-
els. This greatly simpliﬁes the study of scenarios involving
only subsets of proteins (e.g. if a molecule is missing in a
model, rules involving this molecule don’t have to be gen-
erated). Of course, the study of such scenarios is also pos-
sible on the level of reaction rules. But this requires testing
every rule, whether or not it involves certain proteins. In
a PIM one only has to test each node.
As BioNetGen is emerging as a quasi-standard for rule-
based modeling and as BioNetGen provides all required
Figure 5 Generation of reaction rules from a PIM. In (a) the reaction rule block of the BNGL model generated from the PIM in (b) is depicted. In
the PIM shown in (b) node 1 has no incoming edges, as it does not depend on the occurrence of any other process. Hence one reaction rule is
generated. Process 2 depends on process 1 and 3 and all combinations have to be considered. Hence, four reaction rules are derived with diﬀerent
reaction context. Process 3 depends only on process 2. Hence, two reaction rules are generated. Process 4 has an incoming all-or-none interaction
from process 2, therefore only the case that process 2 has occurred previously has to be considered and the outcome is one reaction rule.
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functionality, we use BNGL as format for rule-based mod-
els. The reaction rules for the small example in Figure 4
are given in Figure 5.
A PIM uncovers the logic of rule-based models
As mentioned in the section “Background”, logical models
consist of nodes, each equipped with a logical function.
A convenient way to derive a logical model is therefore to
begin with an interaction graph, followed by the assign-
ment of a logical function to each of its nodes (called
L-nodes to avoid confusion with the P-nodes of the PIM).
There are many ways to derive a logical model from a
PIM. Arguably the easiest way is to create an L-node for
every process and use the parameter table belonging to
each P-node as truth table deﬁning the logical function
of that L-node. This, however, is not what is proposed
here because such an interaction graph would not contain
information about the connection of molecule domains
(i.e. the information that two or more processes occur at
the same molecule). Instead, we propose the site-speciﬁc
logical model mentioned above. This model incorpo-
rates information about molecule structure and hence
allows capturing more of the biological intuition usually
present in a cartoon than is possible with a PIM alone.
In particular, a site-speciﬁc logical model allows uncov-
ering and visualizing the structure of molecules and their
interactions. The construction of this site-speciﬁc logical
model is described as a two-step process below: ﬁrst an
interaction graph is derived and in a subsequent step each
node of the interaction graph is equipped with a logical
function.
The interaction graph of a site-speciﬁc logical model
In order to build the interaction graph, an L-node is cre-
ated for every site of every molecule and an additional
L-node is created for each molecule representing its basal
activity. This basal activity connects all L-nodes repre-
senting sites of the same molecule and is used to encode
the presence/absence of a molecule in diﬀerent (simula-
tion) scenarios. Later on, in performing logical analysis,
L-nodes representing basal activity will serve as inputs.
In general, the interaction graph will contain more
L-nodes than the PIM (it is derived from) contains P-
nodes. However, there is an intimate connection between
L-nodes and P-nodes (see Figure 6):
• Every P-node representing a modiﬁcation process
gives rise to a unique L-node representing a
modiﬁcation site (as modiﬁcation processes involve
only a unique site).
• Every P-node representing a binding process gives rise
to a pair of L-nodes representing the binding sites of
the involved molecules (as binding processes always
involve two binding sites, one from each molecule).
Figure 6 L-nodes arising from P-nodes of the PIM depicted in
Figure 4. Binding process 1 and 4 give rise to the L-node pairs (A b1,
R b1) and ( R p1, B b1); modiﬁcation process 2 and 3 give rise to the
unique L-nodes R p1 and R p2. One can clearly distinguish three
types of L-nodes: those arising from a P-node corresponding to a
binding process (green), those arising from a P-node corresponding
to a modiﬁcation process (blue) and those arising from both a binding
and a modiﬁcation process (blue and green). The construction of the
interaction graph is based on a one-to-one correspondence between
P-nodes and a subset of the L-nodes (see main text). To this end,
observe that as the L-node R p1 arises from two processes (binding
process 4 and modiﬁcation process 2), the L-node pair (R p1, B b1)
can be brought into a one-to-one connection with the P-nodes 2 and
4, while the L-node pair (A b1, R b1) cannot be brought into a
one-to-one connection with two P-nodes.
To prepare for the creation of edges, we introduce the
corresponds-to relation that links L-nodes with P-nodes
and L-nodes with L-nodes in a unique way. It is deﬁned for
all L-nodes arising from P-nodes as described in Table 1.
In the interaction graph two diﬀerent types of edges
are used: activating edges (displayed using solid lines, see
Figure 7) and unsigned edges that can either be inhibiting
or activating, depending on the logical function associ-
ated to the L-node at the head of the edge (displayed using
dotted lines, see Figure 7).
Unsigned edges are in a one-to-one correspondence to
edges between P-nodes in the PIM. Their introduction
is based on the corresponds-to relation established in
Table 1. In the interaction graph an unsigned edge is
created between two L-nodes Li and Lj if the following
conditions are satisﬁed:
1. Li and Lj correspond to two P-nodes pi and pj
(see Table 1).
2. There exists an edge between pi and pj.
In this case the edge between Li and Lj has the orienta-
tion of the edge between pi and pj: from Li to Lj if the edge
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Table 1 Deﬁnition of the corresponds-to relation
Process(es) P-node(s) L-node(s) Corresponds-to relation
Modiﬁcation pi . . .modiﬁcation process Li Li corresponds to pi
Binding with prior modiﬁcation pi . . . binding process, L
(1)
i . . .modiﬁcation and binding site of molecule one, L
(1)
i corresponds to pj ,
pj . . .modiﬁcation process L
(2)
i . . . binding site of molecule two L
(2)
i corresponds to pi
Binding without prior modiﬁcation pi . . . binding process L
(1)
i . . . binding site of molecule one, L
(1)
i corresponds to pi ,
L(2)i . . . binding site of molecule two L
(2)
i corresponds to L
(1)
i
The corresponds-to relation establishes a one-to-one relation between a subset of the L-nodes and the P-nodes and between two subsets of the L-nodes (for an
example see Figure 6).
in the PIM is from pi to pj and from Lj to Li if the edge
in the PIM is from pj to pi (the dotted edges in Figure 7).
Activating edges are created between two L-nodes Li and
Lj in one of the following two cases:
1. One of the two nodes, say Li, represents the basal
activity of a molecule and the other node Lj
represents a site of this molecule. In this case an edge
is created from Li to Lj. These activating edges
represent the molecule structure. In a subsequent
logical analysis this allows, for example, removal of a
molecule (and all of its sites) by assigning a value ‘0’
to the L-node representing the basal activity.
2. Both L-nodes are connected by the corresponds-to
relation. Assume Li corresponds to Lj (see Table 1,
row 3). Then an edge is created from Li to Lj. This
situation can only occur if both L-nodes arise from a
binding process without prior modiﬁcation (e.g. the
activating edge from A b1 to R b1 in Figure 7).
In the latter case the orientation of the activating edge
depends on the decision which of the two L-nodes cor-
responds to the P-node representing the binding process
(see the last row in Table 1). This choice is arbitrary
Figure 7 Interaction graph derived from the PIM depicted in
Figure 4. The L-nodes A, R and B represent the basal activity of the
molecules; the remaining L-nodes represent binding and
modiﬁcation sites. Solid edges denote activations; dotted edges can
have a positive or negative sign. L-node A b1 and R b1 both arise
from the binding process represented by P-node 1 in Figure 4 and
neither A b1 nor R b1 is subject to a modiﬁcation process. Hence,
one is free to associate either A b1 or R b1 to P-node 1 (here L-node
R b1 is chosen and consequently an activating (solid) edge is inserted
from A b1 to R b1, see main text). L-node R b1 corresponds to
P-node 1 in Figure 4, L-node R p1 to P-node 2, L-node R p2 to P-node
3 and L-node B b1 to P-node 4; the dotted edges correspond to
edges between these P-nodes in Figure 4.
and does not aﬀect the results of the subsequent log-
ical analysis, because, by deﬁnition, Li has exactly one
incoming activating edge from the L-node representing
the basal activity. Hence, in analysis Li passes the value of
the L-node representing the basal activity to Lj.
From interaction graphs to site-speciﬁc logical models:
equipping L-nodes with logical functions
To obtain a site-speciﬁc logical model from the interac-
tion graph, every L-node has to be equipped with a logical
function connecting all incoming edges (see Figure 8). To
this end, note that we may distinguish between two types
of nodes, depending on the incoming edges: nodes having
unsigned (dotted) incoming edges and nodes without
unsigned incoming edges. Below logical function con-
struction is ﬁrst described for nodes having no unsigned
incoming edges, followed by a description of logical func-
tion construction for nodes having unsigned incoming
edges.
Logical function construction for L-nodes without
unsigned incoming edges: For these L-nodes the logical
function is a logical AND connecting all inputs. Logical
function construction for L-nodes with unsigned incoming
edges:
From the construction of the interaction graph
described above it is guaranteed that every L-node of this
type is associated to a unique P-node (this is not the case
for L-nodes in general, as some of them are associated to
a diﬀerent but unique L-node). The logical function for
L-nodes associated to a unique P-node is obtained from
the parameter table of that P-node in the following way:
Figure 8 Logical model for the small example model derived
from the PIM depicted in Figure 4. Several incoming edges to a
node in the interaction graph (Figure 7) are combined by a logical
function represented as an orange circle.
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as described in section “PIM deﬁnition and construction”,
such a parameter table can be interpreted as a truth table
and the logical function deﬁned by that truth table is
the basis for constructing the logical function associated
to the L-node. By deﬁnition, this logical function has
one input variable for every incoming unsigned edge
of the L-node (as unsigned incoming edges to L-nodes
are in a one-to-one correspondence to incoming edges
to P-nodes and as the parameter table has one column
for each incoming edge, see section “PIM deﬁnition and
construction”). Given a hypothetic L-node having only
unsigned incoming edges, the logical function deﬁned
by the parameter table could be used. In practice, if an
L-node has incoming edges, at least one of the edges is
an activating one. Each activating incoming edge deﬁnes
an additional input variable that is joined to the function
by a logical AND. Figure 9 shows the parameter table of
a P-node in (a) and the truth table of the corresponding
L-node in (b).
From truth tables to logical functions
The aim is to enable analysis of the site-speciﬁc log-
ical model with methods available in CellNetAnalyzer
[13]. Therefore, the logical functions connecting incom-
ing edges to nodes have to take the form of a sum of
products. If 0 and 1 are the only values in the output
columns of the respective truth tables, this is equivalent
to the disjunctive normal form. Moreover, determination
of a logical function from a truth table is straightforward
in this case as one may use established algorithms like k-
maps (Karnaugh-Veitch [37,38]) or the Quine-McCluskey
algorithm [39] to obtain a logical function in disjunctive
normal form.
From the previous discussion, however, it is obvious
that truth tables containing ‘unknown’-symbols can be
associated to an L-node. In this case, the aforementioned
algorithms are not applicable (note that the ‘ don’t care’-
symbols allowed in k-maps and the Quine-McCluskey
algorithm are diﬀerent from the ‘unknown’-symbols con-
sidered here, in turn precluding applicability of these
algorithms). Logical functions hence have to be inferred
from truth tables involving ‘ unknown’-symbols on a case-
by-case basis. To guarantee applicability of the methods
proposed in [13], it is recommended to use ITT gates [10]
to accommodate for the ‘unknown’-symbols: for example,
if the ﬁrst row (all inputs equal 0) has the output 0 and the
last row (all inputs equal 1) has the output 1.
Implementation of the PIM concept
The PIM concept introduced in the previous sections
has been realized in the modeling software PROMOT
[16,40]. PROMOT is an open-source software and can
be downloaded from http://www.mpi-magdeburg.mpg.
de/projects/promot. PROMOT is a tool for model set-
up and visualization of diﬀerent model types in appli-
cation areas like chemical engineering, systems biology
and synthetic biology. Diﬀerent modeling approaches are
supported by specialized libraries containing modeling
entities. For PIMs a specialized library in combination
with suitable graphical representations for the modeling
entities has been developed. There the main process types
binding and modiﬁcation are supported. Figure 10 shows
two screenshots of the realization of the PIM concept in
the modeling software PROMOT.
Furthermore, export functionality has been added to
obtain rule-based models in BNGL from PIMs set up in
PROMOT. The conversion into logical models is directly
done in PROMOT and will be described in more detail in
the next section. The software extension supporting PIMs
is available upon request and will be contained in a future
release.
Amodular logical model obtained from a PIM enables an
intuitive analysis and visualization
One of PROMOT’s key features is the opportunity to set up
modular models. Modules are used to structure a model
and easily exchange and reuse model parts in the model-
ing workﬂow. This feature is facilitated in the generation
of logical models from PIMs. One module encapsulates
all nodes representing the parts of the same molecule.
Figure 9 Transfer of values from parameter tables to truth tables. The parameter table of P-node 2 (as described in Figure 3) is shown in (a).
The truth table for the logical function connecting the incoming edges to L-node R p1 in Figure 8 is shown in (b).
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Figure 10 Implementation of the PIM concept. In (a) the PIM of the small example depicted in Figure 4 is shown in the PROMOT Visual Editor.
Green circles denote binding processes; blue circles denote modiﬁcation processes. In (b) the modular logical model derived from the PIM in (a) is
shown. The PROMOT Visual Explorer facilitates sophisticated graphical representations of logical models. Green and blue ﬁlled rounded rectangles
represent the processes occurring on the sites of molecules; light green rounded rectangles represent binding sites which do not correspond to a
process. Orange circles depict the logical functions connecting the incoming edges to the nodes. As described above, these logical functions are
determined by the parameter tables. The small green nodes (with hexagonal shape) connected to the logical functions depict the basal activity of
molecules. The module borders are represented by gray rounded rectangles around the nodes belonging to one molecule.
Hence, every molecule is represented by a module and the
interactions with other molecules are depicted by arrows
across module borders. Figure 10(b) shows the modular
logical model for the small example depicted in Figure 8 in
the PROMOT Visual Explorer. PROMOT comprises func-
tionality which enables to obtain logical models intended
for the analysis inCellNetAnalyzer combinedwith suitable
graphical representations.
Application to insulin and EGF signaling
To demonstrate the applicability of our concept, a PIM
describing early events in EGF and insulin signaling has
been constructed. This PIM is based on the cartoon
depicted in Figure 11(a) that has been adopted from [7].
In Figure 11(a) the EGF receptor is shown with four
domains, one extracellular domain containing the ligand
binding site, one domain containing a dimerization site,
and two intracellular domains containing binding sites for
the eﬀector proteins Shc and Grb2. The insulin receptor is
also considered with four domains, two with binding sites
for insulin molecules, and two containing binding sites
for the adaptor Shc and IRS. As in [7], further domains
are neglected to avoid combinatorial explosion of feasible
receptor species.
From Figure 11(a) the molecules, their structure and
a total of 18 processes has been identiﬁed (see tables in
Figure 11(b) and 11(c). Interactions among processes are
indicated as green arrows in Figure 11(a). The 18 pro-
cesses listed in Figure 11(c) are depicted as numbered
circles in Figure 12. Node 1 and 2 represent, for example,
the binding processes of insulin molecules to their recep-
tor; node 3 and 4 stand for the phosphorylation processes
at the two insulin receptor sites for eﬀector binding. The
two insulin binding domains inﬂuence each other (result-
ing in the bidirectional edge between node 1 and 2) as
well as the other two domains of the receptor (result-
ing in the edges from node 1 and 2 to 3 and 4). The
columns for forward and backward rate constants of the
parameter tables have been ﬁlled with the help of the reac-
tion rules formulated in ALC language in [7]. The entire
PIM including parameter tables can be seen in Addi-
tional ﬁle 1. From this PIM a rule-based model can be
derived in BNGL in a straightforward way. The resulting
BNGL ﬁle contains 36 reaction rules and is available in
Additional ﬁle 2.
Threshold choice and its eﬀect on the logical model
A site-speciﬁc logical model can be derived from the PIM
as described above. In doing so, a crucial point is the
choice of the thresholds t1, t2 to discretize the equilib-
rium parameter. In our particular example, we decided to
use the same thresholds for all reactions to limit the num-
ber of degrees of freedom. We have chosen t1 = 0.01
and t2 = 0.1 (Additional ﬁle 3 contains the model, readily
prepared for the analysis in CellNetAnalyzer). To examine
the eﬀect of the threshold values on the logical model, we
also considered two othermodel variants where wemoved
both thresholds to the next larger/smaller value appear-
ing as equilibrium constant (model Mdown: t1 = 0.001,
t2 = 0.01; modelMup: t1 = 0.1, t2 = 0.25).
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Figure 11 Early events in insulin and EGF signaling as considered in [7]. The cartoon shown in (a) has been adopted from [7] and processes
(bulleted numbers) and interactions (green arrows) needed for PIM construction have been included. (b) List of molecules extracted from the
cartoon in (a). The sites of each protein are listed in curly braces. (c) Processes considered in (a) and their description: The ﬁrst column enumerates
the processes, the second column gives a short textual description and the third column lists molecules and sites involved in the process
(one molecule and site for modiﬁcation and polymerization processes, two for binding processes).
The eﬀects are illustrated in Figure 13. One arrives at
the following conclusions:
• If threshold values are increased, the logical model
becomes more restrictive, that is, compared to model
M, model Mup contains additional inﬂuences: (1) EGF
dimerization becomes necessary for EGF binding in
model Mup. As EGF binding is in turn necessary for
dimerization, neither of the two states can ever be
activated in model Mup, thus supporting model M. (2)
The two insulin binding sites on the insulin receptor
mutually inhibit each other, that is, insulin can only
bind to either site in Mup. This indeed reﬂects the
biological situation [41]. Hence, even though (1)
clearly argues against increasing the thresholds, (2)
seems to indicate that it might be necessary to vary
the thresholds of individual processes (e.g. those of
process 1 and 2), also accounting for possible
parameter uncertainties. In this example, we
nevertheless decided to use one threshold value for
all processes, not least because in this particular case,
the outcome of the logical analysis is to a certain
degree independent of whether or not we assume
that the two binding sites inﬂuence each other.
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Figure 12 PIM for EGF insulin crosstalk. The shown PIM describes the early events in insulin and EGF signaling and comprises 18 process nodes
connected by diﬀerent interaction types.
• If threshold values are decreased, biochemically
important interactions are missing: inMdown IRS and
Shc phosphorylation depend only on the basal
activity of the respective molecules. Thus model
Mdown does not account for the fact that both
phosphorylation events are induced by preceding
binding events, again supporting modelM.
Once a site-speciﬁc logical model has been derived
from the PIM, structural and functional properties can
be analyzed, for example by using the software tool
CellNetAnalyzer [13]. This is demonstrated by applying
two of the available methods to the model M: (1) Com-
putation of species equivalence classes [10]. This reveals
EGF- and insulin-speciﬁc parts of the network together
with those parts that are inﬂuenced by both pathways (see
Figure 14). (2) Computation of minimal intervention sets
[12,14], for example to prevent binding of Grb2 to Shc in
response to insulin stimulation. The results are given in
Table 2 and exemplify that a site-speciﬁc logical model
can suggest interventions at diﬀerent levels: by remov-
ing whole proteins from the system (Table 2, rows 1–3),
as well as by either modifying/removing binding sites
(rows 4–6, 8) or by preventing a necessary modiﬁcation
(rows 7, 9).
Conclusions and discussion
We introduced the Process-Interaction-Model (PIM)
concept as a means of combining the advantages of
rule-based and logical modeling approaches. A PIM is
based on a directed graph and incorporates the def-
inition of molecules, domains, processes, interactions,
kinetic parameters and logical values. A prototypic imple-
mentation of the PIM concept has been integrated in
the modeling software PROMOT. At the moment this
software-extension is available on demand and will be
contained in a future release.
A PIM can be seen as a compact description of rule-
based models and the concept thereby facilitates the sys-
tematic set-up of such models. Besides rule-based mod-
els logical models can be derived from the same basis.
Thus the PIM concept enables a systematic and con-
sistent set-up of models in two diﬀerent speciﬁcations.
Consequently, the signaling system can be studied on two
diﬀerent levels of detail by applying established simula-
tion and analysis methods to both models. The common
basis for the two models has the additional advantage
that modiﬁcations (e.g. new insights on the structure
of signaling systems or changes of parameters) can be
made on the basis model and propagated into the model
speciﬁcations.
When deﬁning a PIM, one faces the same problems
as when setting up a rule-based model: one needs to
specify rate constants for every reaction and every reac-
tion context. These are often hard to come by. The
generation of the site-speciﬁc logical model additionally
needs values for the thresholds. These can be equally
hard to determine. For conventional logical models this
information is not necessary, hence, the construction
of a site-speciﬁc logical model using a PIM can be
more involved. A PIM, however, is an eﬃcient means to
generate models of two diﬀerent formalisms in a consis-
tent way. This can more than oﬀset the eﬀort of specifying
all parameters.
In the following paragraphs we brieﬂy discuss the poten-
tial of the PIM concept.
Amodeling workﬂow incorporating PIMs
A possible modeling workﬂow employing the PIM con-
cept starts with the set-up of the PIM. As a second step, a
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Figure 13 Site-speciﬁc logical model derived from the PIM in Figure 12. Nodes representing the basal activity of a molecule are depicted as
green hexagons. Blue rounded rectangles stand for nodes corresponding to phosphorylation sites. Dimerization sites are depicted in yellow. Nodes
representing binding sites of the respective molecule are depicted as green (if the L-node corresponds to a unique P-node, that is, to a binding
process in the PIM) and light green ﬁlled rounded rectangles (if the L-node corresponds to a unique L-node; see section “A PIM makes the logic of
rule-based models transparent”). Three model variants are illustrated: ModelMdown contains all solid arrows, modelM contains all solid and dashed
arrows and modelMup contains all arrows (solid, dashed and dotted). For all three model variants blue circles symbolize AND gates and all incoming
edges to a node are by default connected by OR. Black arrows indicate activating, red blunt-ended lines inhibiting inﬂuences. As described above,
the logical functions have been derived from the parameter tables (see Additional ﬁle 1). The module borders are visualized by gray rounded
rectangles. The visualization has been created in PROMOT.
site-speciﬁc logical model is generated and the qualitative
behavior and structural properties of the signaling sys-
tem are determined by structural and functional analysis
of this model. In step three, a PIM reﬁnement may be
required based on the results of step two (i.e. processes
have to be changed, interactions have to be added or
replaced and/or parameters have to be changed accord-
ingly). Steps two and three have to be repeated until
further reﬁnement is unnecessary and the logical model
can reproduce experimental data. In step four, a rule-
based model is generated and the quantitative behavior
of the signaling system is determined by simulation and
analysis of the rule-based model or the corresponding
ODE model. Further cycles of PIM reﬁnement, genera-
tion of the rule-based model and its simulation may be
necessary to explain experimental data.
Site-speciﬁc logical models obtained with the PIM con-
cept will usually describe signaling events in a very
detailed manner. This is justiﬁed for early events in sig-
naling systems. A natural extension of the aforementioned
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Figure 14 Species equivalence classes in the site-speciﬁc logical EGF insulin model. The basal activities for insulin and EGF have been
undeﬁned, all other basal activities set to the value 1. Thus, for each of the ligand combinations (i.e. EGF and insulin absent, EGF and insulin present,
either of them present) all species contained in one equivalence class have the same value in the corresponding logical steady state. Three diﬀerent
equivalence classes can be found for this particular input scenario: Yellow nodes indicate insulin-speciﬁc parts of the network (i.e. L-nodes that are
on if insulin is present, oﬀ if insulin is absent); blue L-nodes indicate EGF-speciﬁc parts, and green L-nodes are inﬂuenced by insulin as well as EGF.
White L-nodes are not contained in any equivalence class. The computation of equivalence classes has been performed in CellNetAnalyzer. The
results have been re-imported and visualized in PROMOT.
steps is therefore an integration of the site-speciﬁc logi-
cal model into existing logical models describing signaling
events further downstream of the receptor.
This modeling workﬂow is only one possibility to
employ the PIM concept for the investigation of signal-
ing systems and will most likely have to be adapted to the
problem to be solved.
PIMs facilitate scenarios for rule-based models
The systematic speciﬁcation of involved molecules and
their aﬀected sites in each process node greatly simpli-
ﬁes the study of scenarios that describe the removal of
proteins from the system. This is especially useful for rule-
based models where the systematic removal of proteins
can be challenging. It is straightforward to generate not
only one rule-based model but a family of models. This
enables an analysis that has hitherto been restricted to log-
ical models: to study the inﬂuence presence/absence of a
molecule has on the system.
PIMs may support model reduction and checking of
thermodynamic constraints:
In general, quantitative models derived from PIMs result
in tremendous ODE systems, thus model reduction is
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Table 2 Minimal intervention sets to prevent binding of Grb2 to Shc in response to insulin stimulation
Minimal intervention set Interpretation
1 ir.res ir=0
2 grb2.res grb2=0 set basal activity of insulin receptor, Grb2 or Shc to 0, i.e. remove respective species from the system
3 shc.res shc=0
4 ins.b1=0 prevent insulin binding to its receptor by blocking the binding site on insulin or by blocking both
5 ir.b ins=0, ir.b ins2=0 binding sites on the receptor
6 shc.b ir=0 prevent Shc binding to insulin receptor by blocking the binding site on Shc or by preventing the
7 ir.p1=0 necessary phosphorylation of the receptor
8 grb2.b shc=0 prevent Grb2 binding to Shc by blocking the binding site on Grb2 or by preventing the
9 shc.p1=0 necessary phosphorylation of Shc
The nine minimal intervention sets preventing binding of Grb2 to Shc in response to insulin stimulation are given in the rows. The sets are grouped according to their
eﬀect on the signaling pathway.
reasonable. The directed graphs used in the PIM con-
cept are similar to the ones used in reduction tech-
niques for rule-based models described in [6,7]. It is
in principle possible to adapt and apply these meth-
ods to the PIM concept such that both the rule-based
speciﬁcation and the site-speciﬁc logical model can be
reduced in one step by applying them to the PIM.
Furthermore, the systematic assembly of kinetic param-
eters enables comfortable checking of thermodynamic
constraints.
To conclude, the PIM concept oﬀers connections to a
variety of established methods. It has the potential to
become a valuable tool.
Methods
In the previous sections we presented the concept of a
PIMwith the two process types occurring most frequently
in signaling systems. We pointed out which information
has to be assigned to process nodes representing pro-
cesses of the type binding and modiﬁcation: the involved
molecules, their aﬀected sites and parameter tables. Fur-
thermore, algorithms for the generation of rule-based and
site-speciﬁc logical models from a PIM containing these
process types have been worked out. In the following,
algorithmic details for rule-based and logical model gen-
eration will be illustrated for special cases of combinations
of these two process types, followed by a discussion on
how further process types can be integrated in the PIM
concept. Thereby, simple examples will be used to demon-
strate how other process types can be represented in the
PIM concept and how the algorithms for the genera-
tion of rule-based and site-speciﬁc logical models can be
extended. The complete description of these process types
is beyond the scope of the paper.
Algorithmic details
In the following, special cases of constellations of binding
andmodiﬁcation processes will be presented. Peculiarities
may arise in the generation of rule-based and site-speciﬁc
logical model speciﬁcations from a PIM.
Onemolecule can bind on diﬀerent sites which are subject to
prior modiﬁcation
In section “Results” we demonstrated that each P-node
must have exactly one corresponding L-node. A spe-
cial case in the derivation of the logical model arises if
one molecule can bind to two diﬀerent sites on another
molecule which are both subject to prior modiﬁcation,
that is, two all-or-none interactions point to two binding
processes which occur at a common binding site. Thus,
the two P-nodes representing these binding processes
give rise to the same L-node. Finding a logical function
for such an L-node would require information about the
common occurrence and interplay of both modiﬁcations.
This information does not exist. Hence, two P-nodes can-
not correspond to the same L-node and a further L-node
has to be added. Figure 15 shows an example system with
four processes.
Mutually exclusive preceding processes
Another special constellation in PIM is the inﬂuence two
processes involving a common site have onto another
process. Figure 16 shows an example. The binding of
molecule A and molecule B to the same site on a
molecule R inﬂuence the binding process of another
molecule C to R. In rule-based modeling approaches sin-
gle molecules are considered. Hence, one molecule can
only bind to one other site at a deﬁned time. Figure 16(b)
shows the PIM for the system. Node 1 and 2 describe the
two binding processes of molecule A and B to R, node 3
describes the binding of C to R which is inﬂuenced by the
competing binding processes 1 and 2. In a single molecule
approach, A can only bind to one site. Hence process 1
and 2 cannot occur simultaneously in rule-based models.
This is represented by the grayed ﬁelds in the parameter
table of process node 3. In the corresponding site-speciﬁc
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Figure 15 Special case: One molecule can bind on diﬀerent sites on another molecule. In (a) the cartoon of the example system is depicted.
Molecule A can bind on two diﬀerent sites on a molecule R; both sites have to be phosphorylated previous to the binding. (b) Process node 1 and 2
represent modiﬁcation processes, process node 3 and 4 the two binding processes. Each modiﬁcation process on the particular site exerts an
inﬂuence in form of an all-or-none interaction on the following binding process. In (c) one L-node is introduced for each site of a molecule
(R p1, R p2 and A b1). Additional L-nodes representing the basal activity of molecule A and R have an activating inﬂuence on L-nodes representing
the sites. The arrows from R p1 to A b1 and from R p2 to A b1 represent the two all-or-none interactions among modiﬁcation and binding
processes. In this logical model the two binding processes are represented by a single L-node. As described above, every P-node has to correspond
to a unique L-node. Hence, a further L-node has been introduced in the logical model shown in (d) to enable a one-to-one correspondence of
P-nodes to L-nodes.
logical model process 1 and 2 can occur at the same time.
Hence the value in column y can be set directly.
Discussion of additional process types
In intracellular signaling, processes other than binding
and modiﬁcation can occur. Arguably the most impor-
tant ones are polymerization, synthesis, degradation and
change of compartment. Although these process types are
currently not implemented, it is in principle possible to
incorporate them. Below we brieﬂy discuss how this can
be achieved.
Polymerization
Polymerization of, for example, receptor molecules often
plays a role in signaling. We will brieﬂy discuss how
dimerization, the simplest type of polymerization, can
be integrated in the PIM concept. For heterodimer-
ization, the general binding process can be utilized
and the processes for each monomer are described
with diﬀerent process nodes. For homodimerization, we
need a special concept as the twomonomers that dimerize
are not necessarily in the same state (e.g. dimerization of
ligand-bound and ligand-free receptor or phosphorylated
Figure 16 Special case: Two preceding processes involve a common binding site (and are therewith mutually exclusive). In (a) the cartoon
of the example system is depicted; (b) depicts the corresponding PIM.
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and unphosphorylated monomers). Hence, a new pro-
cess type for homodimerization has to be introduced. To
every node of this type the name of the monomer and the
dimerization site have to be associated. For the parameter
table the inputs are duplicated to match the states of the
two monomers. Figure 17 shows an example containing a
dimerization process.
In the parameter table in Figure 17(a) the cases ‘01’
and ‘10’ are identical for homodimerization. Parameters
are just needed for one of these cases, thus the gray row
means that the ﬁelds should not be ﬁlled with parameters.
Analogous to BioNetGen the association of monomers
in the same state (i.e. the ﬁrst and the last row in the
parameter table in Figure 17(a)) is parametrized with 0.5
times the nominal rate constant [21]. Hence, for the log-
ical approach, we have to assume that all representations
of the same species are in the same state, either on (e.g.
phosphorylated in Figure 17) or oﬀ (e.g. unphosphory-
lated in Figure 17). Therefore, for the logical model, only
the rows for equal monomer sites are considered. The
remaining ﬁelds in the parameter table in Figure 17(a) are
colored in gray.
Degradation and synthesis
Degradation is a further process occurring in signaling
systems. Here we argue that this process type could be
integrated in the PIM concept. Information about the
name of the molecule which will be degraded and a
parameter table have to be assigned to the process node.
As degradation is an irreversible process and BioNetGen
has a special concept to describe these reactions [17],
kinetic parameters are only needed for the forward
direction.
BioNetGen additionally allows specifying the degrada-
tion of complexes by adding keywords to the rules [17].
Here we restrict our discussion to the simplest case, the
degradation of a single molecule.
In the generation of a site-speciﬁc logical model an
additional L-node representing the degradation process
is inserted. Furthermore, an inhibiting edge from this L-
node to the L-node representing the basal activity of the
degraded molecule is added. Thus, the L-node for the
degradation exerts a negative inﬂuence on all subsequent
processes. In logical analysis, this inhibiting edge has to
be considered with a time delay [12]. In the determina-
tion of the logical function connecting the inputs to the
degradation process, the thresholds are used to discretize
the forward parameter. Figure 18 shows an example con-
taining a degradation process which is inﬂuenced by an
ubiquitination.
To describe the synthesis of a molecule, another special-
ized process type has to be included in the PIM concept.
A process node of this type has to store information
about the newly synthesizedmolecule, the state of its sites,
the additional molecule and if it is synthesized bound or
unbound.
Logical models obtained from PIMs which contain
synthesis processes do not gain additional information
because in the site-speciﬁc logical models the basal activ-
ity species act as inputs and are set prior to analysis.
Change of compartment can bemodeled like amodiﬁcation
process
The change of a species localization is a process occurring
frequently during the signal transfer in cells; for example,
a receptor receiving the signal from extracellular space
is internalized (i.e. moves into an endosome). Rule-based
models seldom incorporate information about species
localization because it raises intricacy of the models. In
BioNetGen molecule localization can be treated like a
modiﬁcation. A further site is added and the state of this
Figure 17 Example containing a dimerization process. (a) shows the PIM: Process 1 represents a modiﬁcation process on molecule A and
process 2 a dimerization of two A molecules. The parameter table contains two input columns for the inﬂuencing modiﬁcation process to represent
the states of the two monomers. In (b) the corresponding reaction rules for process node 2 in BNGL are listed, and (c) shows the logical model for
the example.
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Figure 18 Example containing a degradation process. In (a) the PIM is shown: Node 1 represents a binding process of molecule A to
molecule R; process 2 is a modiﬁcation (ubiquitination) process on molecule A. Process 3 represents the degradation of molecule A which depends
on the previous ubiquitination. The parameter table contains one input column for the inﬂuencing modiﬁcation process. In (b) the corresponding
reaction rules for process node 3 are listed in BNGL; and (c) shows the logical model for the PIM introduced in (a).
site represents the localization of a molecule. In com-
plex cases, however, this approach may be error-prone.
The modeler has to take care that molecules in com-
plexes change their state of the location together and that
molecules can only switch into adjacent compartments.
Furthermore, for processes taking place in diﬀerent com-
partments, identical reaction rules varying solely in their
localization state have to be written down. To overcome
this diﬃculties, BioNetGen has recently incorporated a
concept called cBNGL [42]. This approach adds an addi-
tional attribute to species and molecules and therewith
enables modeling of compartmental organization of cells
by storing a directed graph representing the compart-
ment topology. Incorporating this approach into PIMs
would require storing additional information. Hence, it
is currently not possible to generate rule-based models
in cBNGL. Instead, in PIM two diﬀerent compartment
localizations for a molecule can be facilitated by treating
compartment changes like modiﬁcation processes. For
that, no special process type is introduced. Some of the
disadvantages of modeling compartment changes like
modiﬁcations inducing error-proneness are overcome
by the systematic speciﬁcation approach followed by
PIM. Nevertheless, the modeler has to take care about
adjacency of compartments.
Additional ﬁles
Additional ﬁle 1: Process-Interaction-Model of EGF insulin crosstalk
(additional information). Additional ﬁle 1 lists the reaction rules and the
associated parameters taken from [7] and used to elaborate the EGF insulin
crosstalk example in the section “Results”. The process nodes of the PIM are
correlated to the reaction rules in a tabular fashion. Furthermore, all
parameter tables associated to the process nodes of the PIM are given.
Additional ﬁle 2: Input ﬁle for the software BioNetGen (EGF insulin
crosstalk). Additional ﬁle 2 contains the rule-based model obtained from
the PIM describing EGF insulin crosstalk (section Results) and can be used
as an input ﬁle for BioNetGen.
Additional ﬁle 3: Input ﬁles for the software CellNetAnalyzer (EGF
insulin crosstalk). This archive contains all ﬁles of the logical model
obtained from the PIM describing EGF insulin crosstalk (section Results) in
CellNetAnalyzer format. CellNetAnalyzer is available from http://www.mpi-
magdeburg.mpg.de/projects/cna/cna.html.
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